
Ba�c Crafting Instructi�s
Unfinished wood kit

Crafting paper

Acrylic paint

Glitter

Wire

Ribbon

Sprinkles or Jewels

Sandpaper

Pencil

Scissors

Mod Podge

Paintbrushes

Wood

Clear coat spray

Screw eyes

Masking or Duct tape

Y� also might need:

Included su�lies:
Sand your wood to your desired smoothness/roundness.

For pieces with paper decoupage:
Trace an outline of your wood craft onto your paper. 
Make sure that the paper is facing the right way when you 
trace!

Paint or stain your wood, and let it dry completely before 
moving on to Step 5.

Cut out your paper while the paint is drying.  Make sure to 
cut inside your lines!

Brush a thin layer of Mod Podge onto the surface of your 
wood where your paper will be. 
Spread it evenly and work quickly before it dries!

Apply paper to surface, pressing down to eliminate any air 
bubbles. 
Let the adhesive dry before moving on to Step 7.

For areas with glitter:
Place the craft on top of a piece of clean paper.
Use a brush to apply Mod Podge to the area where you 
want glitter, then sprinkle glitter over wet Mod Podge. 
Spray with a clear coat to protect glitter when dry! 

Apply a thin layer of Mod Podge or clear coat on top of your 
paper to seal and protect it. Let dry completely!
We use spray over glitter areas, and Mod Podge over vinyl. 
TEST the spray on a sample piece first so you don’t get 
undesired results on your finished craft!

Apply any sprinkles, wire, or ribbon after your top coat of 
Mod Podge has dried.  

Use wire, ribbon, or screw eyes to attach each piece to your 
ladder. Tape can hole a piece in place while you attach!
 

General Walk�r�gh*:

10.

*The exact steps may vary for each  
different kit piece. Some pieces have 
paper, glitter, etc while others don’t! 

For more tips and specific tutorials, 
visit our Resources page:
woodcreationsboutique.com/resources


